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Career Readiness at Adelphoi
Adelphoi is a not-for-profit organization that provides quality care and treatment via a comprehensive
continuum of services to over 1,200 youth on a daily basis and more than 2,500 youth and families annually.
Adelphoi delivers its care through a continuum of services that includes group homes, foster care, a charter
school, Multi-systemic Therapy, education services, supervised independent living, diagnostic services,
secure care, adoption services, various in-home services, and mental health programs. Juvenile probation
departments, children and youth agencies, county mental health departments, and school districts refer
troubled children and teens through age 19 to Adelphoi. Adelphoi has 5 subsidiary corporations including three
that participate in the Career Readiness Program - Adelphoi Village, Adelphoi Education, Inc. and the Dr. Robert
Ketterer Charter School.

Description
The Career Readiness program at Adelphoi is a collaborative effort of the various phases of a student’s
Adelphoi experience. Dr. Robert Ketterer Charter School, residential treatment, Adelphoi Education, and
the vocational classes are all integral components of the Career Readiness course of study.
Adelphoi is a PACTT-affiliated juvenile justice facility and has incorporated the PACTT Employability Skills
checklist in each facet of our Career Readiness program, as well as our Mission and Vision statements.
Students also collect various artifacts for their career portfolios that align with the Future Ready PA Index
requirements.

Mission
Adelphoi, through its facility-wide Career Readiness program, will prepare students for the world of work and
help them to achieve their highest potential by offering career exploration in various trades, instruction in
PACTT Employability Skills, and collecting artifacts for their portfolios. Through the development of academic,
vocational, and soft skills, Adelphoi students will prepare to re-enter their communities with increased selfesteem and a better knowledge of their own abilities and aptitudes.

Vision
Adelphoi Career Readiness will be an integrated program that provides youth in care with highly effective
academic and vocational components that facilitate the development of employability skills and opportunities
for career exploration. Program components will include:







Pursuit of a high school diploma
Career experience opportunities
Support from group home counselors
Instruction from field experts and teachers
Portfolio development
The Adelphoi Promise and other scholarship opportunities

Our program is delivered in modern, well-equipped facilities by qualified teachers and support staff and
incorporates the total continuum of Adelphoi student services provided by the Dr. Robert Ketterer Charter
School, Adelphoi Education, and residential treatment.
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PACTT Alliance Employability/Soft Skills Checklist
The identified competencies represent an important foundation for a youth’s employability
skills training and are the minimum set of skills that should be completed by every student
in preparation for successful employment.
Competency
DOMAIN #1 – Career Awareness and Exploration
Competency #1 - Recognize the connection between one’s interests, abilities, and aptitudes for post-secondary
education and career options
Competency #2 - Identify and explore career/vocational areas of interest
Competency #3 - Identify the education, qualifications, and experiences necessary to achieve these careers
Competency #4 - Develop a plan for career and technical, post-secondary education
Competency #5 - Complete financial aid applications

DOMAIN #2 – Job Search Skills
Competency #6 - Identify, secure, understand, and complete all documentation needed to gain employment. Secure
necessary documentation and/or provide information needed for youth to complete the process to secure
documentation.
Competency #7 - Develop and complete a resume and cover letter, appropriate for age/grade level
Competency #8 - Conduct a job search
Competency #9 - Demonstrate mastery of interview skills
Competency #10 - Develop a follow-up strategy
Competency #11 - Take initiative in completing job tasks using problem solving, decision making and analytical skills
and demonstrate dependability and reliability around these tasks.
Competency #12 - Work professionally and respectfully with a diversity of co-workers, supervisors and customers
Competency #13 - Work individually and as a contributing member of a team and demonstrate respect for
supervisors and coworkers
Competency #14 - Use appropriate time management skills
Competency #15 - Know how to ask for help when learning a new task at the job site
Competency #16 - Demonstrate the ability to express ideas clearly. Use active listening and critical thinking skills
Competency #17 - Give and receive constructive feedback at the work site
Competency #18 - Know how to follow the rules of the workplace to maintain employment. Identify and practice
conflict resolution strategies to mediate problems.
Competency #19 - Know the importance of personal hygiene and appearance required by the employer
Competency #20 - Know how to change jobs in an appropriate and positive way
Competency #21 - Develop a plan for career advancement.

DOMAIN #4 – Life Skills
Competency #22 - Manage personal finances effectively

DOMAIN #5 – Personal and Social Development Skills
Competency #23 - Identify community resources that will be of assistance to people experiencing financial or
employment difficulties
Competency #24 - Use technology and social media responsibly and appropriately (cell phones and internet)
Competency #25 - Understand one’s own cultural heritage as well as those of others
Competency #26 - Understand the role that family and peer networks play in personal, educational, and employment
decisions
Competency #27 - Understand and practice leadership qualities, values, and behaviors
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The Vocational Component of

CAREER READINESS
The goal of the Career Readiness program is to provide students with the knowledge that they need to make
appropriate career choices and the skills necessary for successful reintegration into their respective
communities.
Youth attend classes Monday through Thursday after the regular school day ends. Students enhance their
classroom experience by extending their labs to the group homes. They may help prepare the meals, maintain
the lawns and shrubs, or do the daily tasks and chores in the group home or on campus.
The current course selections are:









Automotive Detailing
Career Exploration Lab
Computer Technology
Culinary Arts
Emergency Medical Response
Horticulture
STEAM
Theater

At the start of the program, teachers work with each student to develop a Vocational Action Plan. The Plan
outlines the youth’s program-related goals, as well as his/her goals for career pursuit and/or training after
completion of the program. Through the program curriculum, youth in each of the 8 tracks acquire the
necessary skills to prepare them for the appropriate career path, or for ongoing vocational training in those
areas.
For youth in this program, the acquisition of employability soft skills is just as critical to the student’s success
as vocational skills. Employability soft skills help to ensure that youth are able to prepare for, obtain, and
keep a job. Interviews with local business representatives have indicated that employability soft skills are
often lacking in the current workforce and are a key factor in youth being able to obtain and maintain a
job in their field.
Without employability soft skills preparation, investment in vocational training would be wasted. Skills
imparted through this program include how to interview, filling out an application, punctuality, dealing with
conflict, interacting with co-workers, dressing appropriately, workplace ethics, budgeting and goal-setting.
It comes as no surprise that youth adjudicated into the juvenile justice system are often lacking in selfesteem, stemming from years of compounded academic and behavioral problems. The Career Readiness
program serves as a strong positive reinforcement for our youth. Our experience demonstrates that the
majority of Adelphoi youth are tactile learners, thriving in environments where their hands-on actions
produce immediate, measurable results. The vocational tracks selected as part of the overall program provide
youth with the opportunity to experience achievement that they find so difficult in a traditional classroom
setting.
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Aftercare is also an essential component of the overall Career Readiness program. Prior to

discharge from Adelphoi, youth develop an aftercare plan, which includes their Vocational Action Plan. For
youth who are 15-16 years of age and returning to their local high school, the Career Readiness Supervisor
works with the school to ensure that youth have access to the vocational-technical program within his/her
school district. For youth who are 17-18, Adelphoi Village assists the youth in graduating or completing their
GED, obtaining additional education through local trade schools or community college, or transitioning to
employment. Adelphoi Village works to develop relationships with local trade unions, food service
establishments and area businesses to assist youth with job placement.
The Career Readiness program at Adelphoi will allow our youth to successfully reintegrate into their
communities. Through the attainment of vocational training, as well as critical job readiness skills, youth
can secure the opportunity to earn a life-sustaining wage and establish self-sufficiency and independence.
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Career Readiness Program Descriptions
All students who reside in selected Adelphoi group homes will attend vocational classes. To maintain small
class sizes, most classes have 6-8 students to emphasize individual attention.
Students who participate in the Career Readiness Program should:
Progress on their Treatment Plan goals
Consistently earn weekend home passes
Consistently follow the rules and norms of the program
Have documented approval of Probation Officer and/or Caseworker
Have documented approval of Parent and/or Legal Guardian (in
progress notes)
Change Treatment Plan to address Vocational Program
Have grade averages of “C” or higher
Exhibit good behavior at RKCS and their group home










Safety
All students should attend the program on a daily basis, unless it is determined that the youth is UNSAFE to
attend that day.
Unsafe behaviors may include:

When the client puts his/her hands on another youth or staff

Sexual Inappropriateness

Physical Restraint

Property Destruction

Threatening (Verbal Aggression)

AWOL Threat

Staffing
Unit directors will work together with their respective staff to coordinate transportation and supervision of
students while at the Career Readiness classes.
** Supervision requirements: 1 – 6 students in group requires 1 AV Staff
7 – 10 students require 2 AV Staff
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Automotive Detailing

Students will be able to do an engine detail, a four
stage exterior detail, a complete interior detail, remove stains in carpet, and complete headlight restoration.
Students in this shop have the opportunity to earn an OSHA-10 Certification. Upon completion of this class,
students will be able to secure employment as an auto detail technician. They may also use their
entrepreneurial spirit to open their own detail shop.

Career Exploration Lab

The lab provides an interactive opportunity
combining computer technology and hands-on experiments for students in the following areas: AC/DC
Circuitry, Mechanisms, Pipe Cutting/Fitting, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Refrigeration,
Residential Wiring, Virtual Welding, 3D Printing, Laser Engraving, CNC Milling, Telecommuni cations
Technologies and Network Cabling.
Both the Telecommunications and Network Cabling allow the students to earn an industry-recognized
certification.

Computer Technology

This course is designed for those students wishing
to increase their skills using Microsoft Office products as well as performing problem-solving tasks. The units
included in the course are: keyboarding, digital citizenship, design processes, robotics and coding with
LEGO© MINDSTORMS EV3 and Ozobots; and various computer design programs, such as SketchUp and
Autodesk.

Culinary Arts This program introduces and provides instruction to learn basic fundamentals
needed in the Culinary Arts field.

Practical experience is provided through actual food preparation in the program’s fully equipped commercial
kitchen, while offering a supervised environment to practice leadership responsibilities.
By incorporating classroom theory with laboratory work, students develop necessary skills directed toward a
variety of career objectives in the Culinary Industry.
Students have the opportunity to earn a ServSafe Certificate. This food safety certification available through
the National Restaurant Association is a valuable asset for gainful employment and/or entry into postsecondary education.

Emergency Medical Response

Tailored to professional rescuers,
this course provides comprehensive training that gives participants the knowledge and skills necessary to
work as an emergency medical responder to help sustain life, reduce pain and minimize the consequences
of injury or sudden illness until more advanced medical personnel take over.
This course is certified by the American Red Cross. The course exceeds EMS educational standards. Students
will have the opportunity to obtain certification in First Aid/CPR/AED through the American Red Cross.
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Horticulture Students will learn to plant, transplant, and care for a wide variety of greens.

They will handle plants, flowers, vegetables, and herbs. They will be responsible for learning how to price items
for sale and how to sell items from the greenhouse.

STEAM

(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) is an interdisciplinary course
designed to engage students in real world, hands-on, collaborative learning while mastering core algebraic and
physical science concepts through personal and group art projects.
These learning experiences allow students to discover, create, and own novel solutions to real-world problems
while using cutting-edge technologies. Students develop and refine leadership and problem solving skills
through collaborations with and presentations to the community.

Theater

Students learn the basics of theatre terminology, as well as understanding the basic
concepts of acting. All instruction focuses on the reality of doing text analysis and character development.
Other teaching theories are also explored in order to give the student a working knowledge of all accepted
acting concepts. Classes also explore improvisation, basic voice and speech techniques, warm ups and theatre
games. This class provides a great way for students to gain self-confidence and have social interaction with
their peers while getting education in the arts by trained professionals.
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Career Readiness Portfolios
When a student is enrolled in the Career Readiness Program, the teacher will initiate a separate portfolio
for that student.
If the student remains in the class for a minimum of 8 weeks, the PRIDE portfolio will contain the following
items:

Course task list

PACTT Employability Skills list (#11-21)

Pictures of the student at work

Detailed description of the career

Letter from teacher evaluating the student’s progress in lieu of a letter grade

Certifications such as ServSafe as appropriate

Certificate of Achievement for each career exploration
The Career Readiness portfolio will be merged with the Charter School portfolio. A digital copy of the portfolio
will be made for our records and sent to the student’s next destination and/or to the student’s Probation
Officer.
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Career Readiness at
Ketterer Charter School
Mission: To assist children, youth, and families to overcome social, emotional, and behavioral difficulties
by creating a nurturing environment where students recognize and value the life and school connection.
One of the major goals at the K e t t e r e r Charter School is to prepare students for college and the
workforce by providing appropriate experiences and education. This is accomplished through the following
educational activities:

















Administer PA Career Zone Interest Inventory
Guide Career Readiness exploration modules
Develop a plan for career and post-secondary education
Develop and complete a resume and cover letter
Develop and master interview skills
Compile an academic/career portfolio
Identify and practice conflict resolution strategies
Model and foster team work skills
Offer opportunities for post- secondary education and support through Adelphoi Promise
Provide high quality, rigorous academic programming with highly qualified PA certified
teachers
Utilize a standards aligned, standards based curriculum
Provide instruction and guidance with employability skills
Offer personal finance instruction
Participate on community service projects
Give instruction and guidance on filling out the FASFA
Provide support and coaching in completing job applications

All students who attend Dr. Robert Ketterer Charter School (RKCS) are encouraged to complete the academic
requirements to graduate high school. A high school diploma is an absolute necessity for success in today’s
society and remains a top priority at RKCS.
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Career Readiness at
Adelphoi Education, Inc.
Adelphoi Education Inc. operates education facilities in Armstrong, Beaver, Blair, Butler, Fayette, Indiana,
and Westmoreland Counties. We work hard at inspiring dreams because when our students are given the
knowledge and information they need to help define their goals and shape their future, they have the power
to achieve their full potential in school, career and life.
At each of the facilities, the staff and teachers work with students on employability and soft skills as
recommended in the Pennsylvania Academic and Career/Technical Training Alliance (PACTT) manual. The
students are enrolled in LIFE (Learning Important Skills For Everything) Class, which exposes them to. skills
needed to succeed in post-secondary life. All students are required to use the online tool PA Career Zone.
In PA Career Zone, students are able to take assessments for Career Matchmaking, an Ability Profiler, a Skills
Assessment, and a Learning Styles Inventory. Using this online tool, students can focus on careers that
specifically align to their learning style, ability, and interests. They can also search trade schools,
universities, etc. that match their top career choices. The online program allows for students to create a
Four Year Education Plan and accumulate information necessary to develop a portfolio that matches to the
PACTT portfolio standards.
The students are also afforded the opportunity to have area businesses and career venues come in to the
education facilities to speak about what degree and experience is necessary to seek employment with that
particular business as well as military recruiters that speak to the opportunities given to those that choose
to enlist.
In some facilities and situations, students are still able to be enrolled in career-technical schools or in a
job shadowing program for part of the day and receive their academics within our alternative education
programs. Additionally, the students participate in various community service projects that instill hard work,
teamwork, and a sense of accomplishment. Some of these activities include adopting highways, cleaning
and maintaining local parks, riverbeds, ballparks, and cemeteries, visiting nursing homes, snow shoveling,
and many others. Overall, these various programs and activities will help our students build the necessary
skills to become effective and productive members of society.
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Career Readiness in
Residential Treatment
Youth in residential treatment participate in Adelphoi’s Career Readiness Program. There are a total of
nine group homes that send students to the Career Readiness program, 6 boys’ homes and 3 girls’
homes. However, all students in residential treatment receive the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual counseling
Group therapy
Team building
Career guidance
Employability skills development
Hands-on training
Independent living skills

Adelphoi Village’s affiliation with the Pennsylvania Academic and Career/Technical Training Alliance
(PACTT) ensures that all students have the opportunity to complete the required competencies.
Adelphoi Village students who are in residential treatment benefit from the competency development as
outlined in the Balanced and Restorative Justice Reporting Form. The competencies are characterized
as follows:
•
•
•

Skill Building – educational, vocational, job readiness
Social Adjustment – peer/family, substance abuse, interpersonal skills, problem solving,
anger management, cognitive/behavioral, life skills
Enhancing Talents – school-based extra-curricular activities, personal interest
development, recreation

As a vital part of Adelphoi’s Career Readiness program, residential treatment merges its efforts with
Adelphoi Education, the Ketterer Charter School, and the PRIDE vocational classes to give our students
their best chance to succeed as they re-enter our communities.
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Promise
Adelphoi youth face many challenges while in placement. Even more daunting, however, are the challenges that
they face once they leave our programs. Key to a youth’s success after discharge is being able to obtain the
vocational skills and education necessary to secure employment after graduation.
In order to help youth achieve a better future for themselves, Adelphoi has launched the Adelphoi Promise. The
Adelphoi Promise is an initiative that will facilitate college enrollment and subsequent graduation for current
and former Adelphoi youth. The program offers three tiers of assistance: financial support, life skills support, and
academic support. Combined, these three facets will provide the best chance for at-risk youth to achieve postsecondary success.
The Adelphoi Promise will provide former and current Adelphoi youth with the following:

•
•
•
•

A tuition free Associate’s degree, certificate or diploma at an affiliated community college
Financial assistance for books
Refurbished laptop computer, when applicable
Guidance and support

Criteria
Criteria is unique for the promise because many of the kids across Adelphoi’s continuum of care require different
circumstances for situational conditions. In the end, eligibility and acceptance into the program falls solely on
the Adelphoi Promise Administrator who has final say so.

Support
The Adelphoi Promise is more than just financial assistance — it offers a firm hand to guide youth through the
process of making post-secondary education a reality. Adelphoi employs a dedicated Adelphoi Promise
administrator to help youth navigate the educational system. This administrator can assist in identifying a
preferred area of study, filling out college applications and financial aid forms, scheduling placement exams, and
overcoming obstacles to education such as transportation, books, tuition costs, etc. The administrator also
works to engage the youth’s family in the process of educational fulfillment in order to increase the chances of
success for the youth.

Partners
Adelphoi is affiliated on this project with: Westmoreland County Community College,
Allegheny County Community College, Bucks County Community College, Penn
Highlands Community College and Butler County Community College, Community
College of Beaver County, Delaware County Community College, Community College of
Allegheny County, Harrisburg Area Community College, Lehigh Carbon Community College, Montgomery County
Community College.

This concept is expanding to other community colleges across the state. These community college partners
will provide Adelphoi alumni with the tutoring, counseling, and mentoring that they will require to achieve
their educational goals.

Continuing Education
Youth who want to continue their studies at a four-year school can apply for additional assistance through
Adelphoi’s existing scholarship and assistance funds.
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Service Learning
Adelphoi’s Career Readiness Program offers the student many rewarding experiences to serve the
community:
•
Union Mission – students prepare and deliver holiday meals and share time with residents
•
Landscaping – students cut grass, weed, trim plants and shrubs on campus, at group homes
and in the city’s parks and recreational areas
•
Faith In Action – students rake leaves, shovel snow, and mow lawns
•
Senior Computer Associates, Postal Food Drives, St. Vincent DePaul – students load and unload trucks as well as stock shelves where needed
•
Westmoreland Arts & Heritage Festival – students set up tents, mulch the walking paths,
and man the drink booths
•
Food Banks – students help support area food banks
•
Church work – students move furniture and help with church sales
•
Police Cars – students wash both cars and ambulances in Connellsville
•
Nursing homes – students visit residents, operate Bingo games, and take care of plants
•
Latrobe July 4th clean-up – students help restore Legion Keener after fireworks
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AUTOMOTIVE DETAILING
Description
Students will be able to do an engine detail, a four stage exterior detail, a complete interior detail, remove
stains in carpet, and complete headlight restoration. Students in this shop have the opportunity to earn an
OSHA-10 Certification. Students will be able to secure employment as an auto detail technician and may
also use their entrepreneurial spirit to open their own detail shop.

Competency Categories
Knowledge- student will be able to:
•
Define detailing
•
Identify types of cleaners and proper use
•
Identify exterior car care products with their specific
use
Technical Ability
•
Increase cleaning and waxing techniques
•
Safely and correctly use hand and electrical tools
TASK LIST FOR AUTOMOTIVE DETAILING
CLEANING AND WAXING

Complete

Incomplete

N/A

Date

Vacuum inside of vehicle
Wipe all of interior with cleaning solution
Clean windows
Wash vinyl floors with cleaning solution
Armor All © complete interior
Shampoo floor and seats with rug/upholstery cleaner
Wipe inside of doors with cleaning solution
Spray tires with tire clean
Spray vehicle with tar and bug remover
Wash vehicle
Wax vehicle
Wipe off outside of windows
VEHICLE INSPECTION
Check all lights and back up beepers
Check all fluid levels, serpentine belt and look for oil leaks
Check the body of vehicle for scratches or dents
Check the windshield and windows for chips or scratches
Check underneath the vehicle for anything hanging dragging or leaking
Check all doors for proper operation
Check mirrors for proper movement, no scratches or chips
Check seats for tears, seat belts working properly
Identify automotive surfaces (i.e. Metal, Aluminum, painted parts,
plastic, vinyl, leather, rubber, etc.)
Identify the different types of fabrics (i.e. carpet, cloth, polyester, vinyl,
etc.)
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CAREER EXPLORATION LAB
Description
The lab provides an interactive opportunity combining computer technology and hands-on experiments for
students in the following areas: AC/DC Circuitry, Mechanisms, Pipe Cutting/Fitting, Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs), Refrigeration, Residential Wiring, Virtual Welding, 3D Printing, Laser Engraving, CNC
Milling, Telecommunications Technologies and Network Cabling. Both the Telecommunications and
Network Cabling allow the students to earn an industry-recognized certification.
Competency Categories/Student Experiences










Hands-on/minds-on learning
Interdisciplinary learning
Authentic problem solving
Industry partnerships
Early career experiences
Equity for underserved students
Student motivation and engagement
Academic and technical proficiency
Creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, communication
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Description
This course is designed for those students wishing to increase their skills using Microsoft Office products as
well as performing problem-solving tasks. The units included in the course are: keyboarding, digital
citizenship, design processes, robotics and coding with LEGO© MINDSTORMS EV3 and Ozobots; and various
computer design programs, such as SketchUp and Autodesk.

Competency Categories






Student will be able to perform the tasks associated with the maintenance of the computer
Student will be able to discuss software, RAM, viruses, computer components
Student will be able to perform administrative computing tasks
Students will design, build and program their robots while helping them develop essential skills such as
creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and communication
Student will increase their knowledge of and improve facility with Microsoft Office products
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CULINARY ARTS
Description
Culinary Arts prepares students for gainful employment and/or entry into post-secondary education in
the food production and service industry.
Content provides students the opportunity to acquire marketable skills by examining both the industry
and its career opportunities and by developing food preparation, service, and interpersonal skills.
Laboratory facilities and experiences, which simulate commercial food production and
service operations offer school-based learning opportunities

Competency Categories








Safety Practices
Hygiene and Sanitation
Basic Cooking Skills
Food Preparation
o Dairy/eggs
o Farinaceous
o Cold foods and beverages
o Fruits and vegetables
o Meats and poultry
o Stocks, soups, and sauces
o Bakery goods and desserts
Culinary Creativity
Meal Planning

Culinary Arts Competency Task List
Describe Safety Practices

Complete

Incomplete

N/A

Date

Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the grate top burners
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the conventional oven
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the table top mixer
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the food processor
Perform safety precautions on the floor mixer
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the dish washing
machine
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the waste disposal
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the knives
Demonstrate precautions when handling blood borne pathogens (ECP)
Recognize and correct potential fire hazards
Demonstrate use of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
Demonstrate safe and proper use and maintenance of the steam kettle
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Maintain Hygiene and Sanitation
Maintain standards of personal hygiene
Describe food illnesses and their causes
Control disposal of food waste and garbage
Describe sanitary procedures: how to meet expectations
Identify cleaning procedures and methods of pest control
Identify and select appropriate cleaning and sterilizing agents
Identify the proper ways to store food items
Participate in all ServSafe classes
Understand food service facilities information
Identify food safety systems
Identify potentially hazardous foods
Understand food allergens
Prepare for and successfully complete ServSafe exam

Perform Basic Cooking Skills
Identify weights and measures used in a recipe
Interpret and adjust a recipe
Identify proper cooking temperatures
Identify food vocabulary
Select, identify, and prepare spices, herbs, and condiments
Test foods by taste, smell, texture, and sight

Prepare Egg and Dairy Products
Store and handle eggs
Boil, fry, and poach eggs
Prepare egg batters
Prepare egg whites
Prepare eggs for binding and coating
Prepare custards and cream fillings
Store and handle fresh, frozen, and cooked dairy products
Slice, grate, cube, and shape cheese
Prepare cream and cheese dressings
Prepare cheese spreads and fillings

Prepare Farinaceous Foods and Cereal
Store and handle farinaceous foods and cereals
Prepare and cook pancakes, griddle cakes, and waffles
Select and prepare rice
Prepare crepes
Prepare and cook fritters
Prepare pasta dough

Prepare Cold Foods and Beverages
Prepare salad variations
Prepare variations of salad dressing
Prepare fruits for service
Prepare various types of sandwiches
Prepare canapés and cold hors d’oeuvres
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Prepare hot and cold beverages
Prepare meat salads
Prepare vegetable salads

Prepare Fruits and Vegetables
Learn vegetable terms and definitions
Learn vegetable pre-preparation
Demonstrate knowledge of fruit preparation
Prepare various types of fruit dishes
Prepare vegetables by boiling, simmering, steaming, baking, sautéing, and
blanching
Prepare various types of vegetable dishes
Peel fruits and vegetables
Cut fruits and vegetables
Zest or score citrus fruits
Heat and prepare canned fruits and vegetables
Prepare fruits and vegetables for garnish

Prepare Bakery Goods and Desserts
Prepare basic pie dough
Prepare and make fruit fillings for pie and pastries
Prepare and bake quick breads
Prepare, form, and bake basic bread dough products
Prepare basic cake batters and icings
Prepare and bake puff pastry
Prepare and bake pate a choux
Prepare basic frostings
Prepare basic pastry creams and Bavarian Types
Prepare cookies and variations

Prepare Meats and Poultry
Disjoint and bone-out poultry
Identify types and cuts of meat
Portion and trim cuts of meat and poultry
Boil meats and poultry
Blanche meats and poultry
Pan fry
Fry
Bake or roast
Braise
Prepare stuffing
Prepare stewed meats and poultry
Grill and broil

Prepare Stocks, Soups and Sauces
Prepare basic white stocks
Prepare basic brown stocks
Prepare fish stocks
Prepare roux and other thickening agents
Prepare béchamel
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Make jus and gravy
Prepare clear soups
Prepare tomato sauce
Prepare soup and sauce garnishes
Prepare chowders

Meal Planning
Create well-balanced, eye-appealing meal
Research recipes
Create grocery list
Learn time management skills
Develop a sense of urgency
Complete meal for plate presentation
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Emergency Medical Response
Description
Tailored to professional rescuers, this course provides comprehensive training
that gives participants the knowledge and skills necessary to work as an
emergency medical responder to help sustain life, reduce pain and minimize
the consequences of injury or sudden illness until more advanced medical
personnel take over.

Competency Categories







Patient Assessment and Management
Airway management and Breathing Devices
Bleeding Control and Shock management
Immobilization of Muscle, Bone, and Joint Injuries
Combined Skills EMR
Certified through the American Red Cross to exceed EMS educational standards.

EMR Task List

Complete

Incomplete

N/A

Date

Removing Disposable Gloves
Clothes Drag
Blanket Drag
Shoulder Drag
Ankle Drag
Firefighter’s Drag
Firefighter’s Carry
Pack-Strap Carry
Walking Assist
Two-Person Seat Carry
Direct Ground Lift
Extremity Lift
Jaw-Thrust (Without Head Extension) Maneuver
Using a Resuscitation Mask—Adult, Child or Infant
Using a Resuscitation Mask—Head, Neck and Spinal Injury Suspected (JawThrust [Without Head Extension] Maneuver)—Adult or Child
Primary Assessment
How to Obtain a SAMPLE History
How to Perform a Secondary Assessment for a Responsive Medical Patient
How to Perform a Secondary Assessment for an Unresponsive Medical Patient
Physical Exam and Patient History
How to Obtain Baseline Vital Signs
Taking and Recording a Patient’s Blood Pressure (by Auscultation)
Taking and Recording a Patient’s Blood Pressure (by Palpation)
Giving Ventilations—Adult or Child
Giving Ventilations—Infant
Giving Ventilations Using a Bag-Valve-Mask Resuscitator—Two Rescuers
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Giving Ventilations—Head, Neck or Spinal Injury Suspected—Adult or Child
Performing the Sellick’s Maneuver (Cricoid Pressure)
Assisting with an Asthma Inhaler
Using a Mechanical Suctioning Device
Using a Manual Suctioning Device
Inserting an Oral Airway
Conscious Choking—Adult or Child
Conscious Choking—Infant
Inserting a Nasal Airway
Oxygen Delivery
CPR—Adult or Child
CPR—Infant
Two-Rescuer CPR—Adult or Child
Two-Rescuer CPR—Infant
AED—Adult, Child or Infant
Assisting with an Epinephrine Auto-Injector
Controlling External Bleeding
Using a Manufactured Tourniquet
Applying a Rigid Splint
Applying a Sling and Binder
Applying an Anatomic Splint
Applying a Soft Splint
Manual Stabilization
Controlling Bleeding from an Open Head Wound
Immobilizing a Head, Neck or Spinal Injury
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HORTICULTURE
Description
Students will learn to plant, transplant, and care for a wide variety of greens. They will handle plants,
flowers, vegetables, and herbs. They will be responsible for learning how to price items for sale and how to
sell items from the greenhouse.

Competency Categories


Safety and Health Orientation/Training and Compliance
o Recognizes and follows prescribed safety procedures and regulations.



Knowledge-Technical
o Understands work schedules and diagrams of buildings to arrive at the assigned work area on a
timely basis.
o Maintains lawns and shrubberies using small hand/ power equipment, mowers, tractors,
weed eaters, trimmers, etc. and performs other grounds keeping tasks as requested (mulch,
weed, prep and installation of beds, shrub and tree leaf removal).
o Performs basic cleaning (sweeping, mopping, scrubbing, dusting, and disinfecting, vacuuming,
and/or replenishing supplies/products) to keep working areas in a clean and orderly condition.
o Cleans the interior and exterior of buildings, using the appropriate materials and machinery.
Shovels and removes snow with power equipment.
o Learns the basic skills of carpentry, plumbing, and electricity as they relate to building
maintenance.



Interpersonal Skill
o Interacts with others in the work area in a manner that encourages accomplishment of work
tasks.



Communication
•
Listens to instructions and asks necessary questions to complete tasks.
•
Communicates with fellow workers in a manner that allows work to be completed.
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Student Task List for Building and Grounds Maintenance
Safety and Health Compliance

Complete

Incomplete

N/A

Date

Recognizes and follows prescribed safety procedures and regulations
Understands prescribed safety procedures and regulations
Identifies and refers non-standard problems to supervisor
Services, cleans, and/or replaces maintenance equipment and machinery
Determines and enforces prescribed safety procedures and regulations
Performs routine servicing of tools and equipment safely to ensure safe
operation
Reports safety concerns and recommends solutions

Knowledge - Technical
Basic
Understands work schedules and diagrams of buildings to arrive at the assigned work area on a timely basis
Performs basic cleaning (sweeping, mopping, scrubbing, dusting, disinfecting,
vacuuming, and/or replenishing supplies/products) to keep working areas in
clean and orderly condition
Cleans the interior and exterior of buildings, using the appropriate materials
Maintains lawns and shrubberies using small hand/ power equipment
Performs other grounds keeping tasks as requested (mulch, weed, prep and
installation of beds, shrub and tree leaf removal.)

Intermediary
Reads work schedules for assigned tasks.
Operates standard commercial machines and services equipment to keep machines functioning properly and efficiently
Determines maintenance products and processes to use in assigned tasks
and follow written instructions on labels
Applies specialized maintenance products (environmental controls)
Learns to install routine fixtures and make routine repairs
Assists with maintaining an inventory of materials
Learns to drive and deliver products

Advanced
Maintains an inventory of cleaning materials, everyday maintenance supplies,
equipment
to ensure
appropriate
levels needed to perform work
Learnsand
to order
supplies
based on
unit needs
Serves as a lead worker and coordinates work for others
Gains ability to interpret instructions
Determines appropriate use of, operation of, and maintenance of
specialized/large
Maintains current equipment
licensure for environmental control application

Interpersonal
Interacts with others in the work area in a manner that encourages
accomplishment of work tasks
Develops and maintains effective working relationships with others in order
to
encouragework
and of
support
Coordinates
others,communication
and may cross and
workteamwork
units to resolve problems
Leads others by example in work tasks and crosses work units when problem
solving
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STEAM
Description
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) is an interdisciplinary course designed to
engage students in real world, hands-on, collaborative learning while mastering core algebraic and physical
science concepts through personal and group art projects.
These learning experiences allow students to discover, create, and own novel solutions to real -world
problems while using cutting-edge technologies. Students develop and refine leadership and problem
solving skills through collaborations with and presentations to the community.

Competency Categories
o
o
o
o
o
o

STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO work productively in small teams
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO use technology to enhance productivity
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO utilize critical thinking
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO define problems and persevere in solving them
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO demonstrate creativity and innovation
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO apply appropriate academic & technical skills
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THEATER
Description
Students learn the basics of theatre terminology, as well as understanding the basic concepts of acting. All
instruction focuses on the reality of doing text analysis and character development. Other teaching theories
are also explored in order to give the student a working knowledge of all accepted acting concepts. Classes
also explore improvisation, basic voice and speech techniques, warm ups and theatre games. This class
provides a great way for students to gain self-confidence and have social interaction with their peers while
getting education in the arts by trained professionals.

Competency Categories







Apply discipline-specific skills to the creation of performance.
Practice collaborative skills in various theatrical contexts.
Develop and apply process skills in rehearsal, production and classroom settings.
Demonstrate problem-solving skills in the creation of artistic work.
Participate in a theater performance
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